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Abstract—This paper presents a novel autonomous navigation
approach for high voltage transmission line inspection. For the
achievement of robustly continuous navigation along transmission
line, the inspection Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) system
equipped with High Definition (HD) Pan Tilt Zoom (PTZ) and
high performance embedded processors is constructed. In order
to cope with complex background, a Detecting-Tracking Visual
Strategy (DTVS) which consists of tower detection based on
Faster Region-based Convolutional Neural Network (Faster RCNN) and tower tracking by Kernelized Correlation Filters
(KCF) is developed. Further, a projective model retrieving threedimensional course from two-dimensional images along with
a corresponding inspection path are proposed, which makes
inspection more secure and robust. In particular, we implement
a general ROS interface to facilitate the development of similar
tasks which simultaneously integrate object detection and tracking. Finally, experiments are conducted and the results verify the
effectiveness of the proposed navigation approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
High-voltage overhead transmission lines are crucial components in the power transmission infrastructure. The inefficiency of existing inspection and maintenance methods leads
to large amount waste of resources. Meanwhile, the rapid
expansion of power infrastructure demands more efficient and
intelligent inspection approaches. Therefore, the autonomous
inspection based on robots has attracted much attention in
the field of intelligent robots. In recent decades, researchers
try to realize autonomous inspection system through two
major platforms: UAV and crawling robots [1]–[4]. Compared
with crawling robots, UAVs own greater flexibility, larger
operational range and higher speed.
Currently, the autonomous navigation method relies heavily
on the recognition of transmission lines. Lu et al. proposed
a new method for autonomous power line inspection, which
depends on real-time accurate GPS data of UAV and two
pole-towers nearest to UAV’s present position [5]. Araar et
al. tried two kinds of visual control schemes, which both
need parallel power lines as feedback to navigate UAV. Their
works provide an important reference for autonomous navigation utilizing parallel power lines cues [6]. Line-based
autonomous navigation methods always require UAV to fly
above the lines [7], because abundant parallel information
of transmission lines contributes to power line extraction in
complex backgrounds. On the basis of the above principles,
Zhou et al. took advantages of background priori knowledge
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to build a model which can solve the problem that tracking
parameters frequently changed with various environment [8].
However automatic power line recognition is still a challenge
mainly due to the complex background, sag and narrow width
of the power transmission lines, and it can hardly be applied
in practical autonomous navigation.
Aside from line-based navigation, high voltage towers are
also important visual cues for flight route control. Many
studies on tower detection and tracking have been carried
out. Martinez et al. obtained highly encouraging results [9]
by adopting a two-class multi-layer perceptron (MLP) for
Tower-Background classification and a sliding window strategy. Cern et al. [10] developed a descriptor based on the
two-dimensional grid feature of transmission tower. It has
best runtime performance which takes less than 50 ms at one
frame. This algorithm is more suitable for objects which are
composed of line segments and corners. However, the tower
detection accuracy is still not satisfactory. In recent years,
deep learning methods such as Faster R-CNN [11] and SSD
[12] achieve state-of-the-art performance in object detection.
Nevertheless, these methods are unable to detect targets in realtime and the performance has not been tested on towers. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no practical UAV autonomous
navigation approach based on tower detection.
In this paper, a practical UAV transmission line inspection
system is built, which realizes autonomous navigation by
electric tower detection and tracking. To obtain higher detection accuracy and real-time performance, DTVS is employed.
Further, a spatial perspective model is first proposed, which
makes autonomous inspection based on electric tower much
safer and more effective. The entire autonomous navigation
process will be described in detail. Finally, a flight controller
is constructed to initialize UAV course and perform route
tracking. The proposed navigation approach guarantees the
autonomous inspection UAV flies along the power corridor
continuously and stably, which will facilitate the further examination of power infrastructure. Compared with the previous
navigation approaches which rely on the unfaithful detection
of transmission lines, the advantages of our tower-based navigation are:
• UAV don’t have to fly above the transmission lines, which
reduces the risk of inspection accident.
• The fast and accurate electrical tower detection and
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II. H ARDWARE P LATFORM A ND S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
We use a refitted DJI Matrice 100 (M100) quadrotor as the
inspection platform shown in Fig. 1, which carries advanced
DJI Lightbridge – the high definition image transmission
system, DJI Guidance – visual positioning system working in
GPS-denied environments and DJI Zenmuse X3 gimbal and
monocular camera (X3 PTZ) for tracking and detection. In
addition, two embedded processors DJI Manifold (NVIDIA
TK1) and NVIDIA TX2 are placed on the M100. TX2 with
high-performance Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) is the main
processor responsible for DTVS and control strategies. DJI
Manifold is simply used to capture sensor data. We run Robot
Operating System (ROS) on both processors, and construct
a ROS network to facilitate information exchange shown in
Fig. 2.
Specifically, we run DJI onboard SDK on Manifold, which
builds a bridge between M100 and the upper level TX2. It
communicates with flight control N1 and returns important
data to TX2 via ROS topics, simultaneously transmits control
commands from TX1 to N1 and X3 gimbal. Our algorithms,
which will be introduced in detail in next section, are implemented in TX2. In particular, we compress raw images for
stable and real-time image transport from TK1 to TX2. In
addition, We add a laptop to ROS system for initialization of
all parameters and real-time viewing processed images, which
greatly facilitates our debugging work.

Guidance
visual odometry

Position information

Fig. 1. DJI Matrice 100 UAV inspection platform: TX2, DJI Guidance, DJI
Manifold, DJI Zenmuse X3 gimbal and monocular camera.

tracking endows our methods the robust and adaptive
characteristics in various environments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The hardware
and system architecture of inspection UAV platform are introduced in Section II. The details of proposed autonomous
navigation methods are described in Section III. Experiment
results and analysis are shown in Section IV. In Section V, we
summarize the advantages of our methods and present some
future work.
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Fig. 2. System architecture of M100.

III. AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION
A. Detecting-Tracking Visual Strategy
DTVS integrates tower detection and tracking, which makes
it possible to navigate autonomously based on electric towers.
Encouraged by the outstanding performance of two current
state-of-the-art object detection methods including Faster RCNN [11] and SSD [12], tower detection is adopted. In
particular, Faster R-CNN presents a Region Proposal Network,
which takes an image (of any size) as input and outputs
a set of rectangular object proposals, each with an objectness score. SSD uses multi-scale convolutional bounding box
outputs attached to multiple feature maps at the top of the
network to efficiently model the space of possible box shapes.
Considering the limited processor capability, we only train
and compare Faster R-CNN with ZF network [13] and SSD
with images of 300 × 300 and 512 × 512 resolutions as input,
respectively. According to the experiment results, Faster RCNN with a ZF-Net model achieves the most satisfying results
in practical inspection.
For tracking, KCF [14] with excellent performance is
adopted. KCF gets training samples by the matrix cycling
of image and takes advantages of fourier transform to avoid
complex matrix inversion operations. These properties of KCF
lead to high tracking accuracy and low computational cost.
Therefore, KCF is more suitable for embedded processor
whose computational capacity is usually limited.
In our method, electric tower, the only landmark in navigation process, must be reliably localized. DTVS is thought as
a robust scheme considering the following reasons:
• KCF tracking with real-time performance on embedded
processor makes observation robust and smooth in a
relatively short period, which reduces the risk of landmark
loss.
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where λ is a scalar, p̃A is homogeneous coordinate of projection point pA . xB is a unit vector parallel to x-axis in Body
Frame. K is intrinsic matrix defined as follows:


fx 0 cx
(3)
K =  0 fy cy 
0 0 1
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It is obtained by camera calibration, where fx , fy denote
horizonal and vertical focus in pixels, respectively and cx , cy
are positions of principle points in pixels.
In order to infer flight course in three-dimensional space,
yaw angle ψ pu and pitch angle θ pu between PTZ and UAV
are calculated by rotation matrix C RB . Therefore, the p̃A is
obtained by Eq. 4 shown below:

tn

Calculation
ti : time stamp for the ith image

p̃A = ( fx tan ψ pu + cx , fy tan θ pu + cy , 1)

Fig. 3. The scheme of DTVS.

•

Faster R-CNN with relative low processing speed can
provide accurate target position, which can be used to
correct the tracking results.

Specifically, tracking results are recorded in a queue with
the property of FIFO (First In First Out) shown in Fig.
3. The time stamp is attached to the current input frame.
When the next frame arrives, the current frame with the
distinguishing time stamp and corresponding tracking result is
pushed into the queue. The detection result of current frame
will be obtained after several frames, thus needs to match with
the corresponding tracking results according to time stamp.
The reliability of the tracking is judged by the ratio of the
intersection of the detection and the tracking area. If the ratio
is too small, the UAV will stop, and KCF tracking algorithm
will be re-initialized with the current detection result.
B. Perspective Model for Navigation in 3D Space
Our model makes full use of perspective relation, which
only relies on X3 PTZ without need for any other sensors
like GPS. The algorithm takes distorted perspective images
as input and outputs the UAV’s velocity control variables in
three-dimensional motion space.
For better description, we first introduce three coordinate
frames: North-East-Down Frame (NED), Body Frame (B) and
Camera Frame (C). M100 outputs gimbal attitude and body
attitude with respect to NED reference frame. We denote the
rotation matrix of relative attitude from camera to body as:
C

RB =

(NED

RC

)−1 NED

RB

(1)

where NED RC is gimbal attitude relative to NED, NED RB is
UAV’s attitude also relative to NED. The projection of UAV’s
flight direction to image plane of camera is denoted by:

λ p̃A = KC RB xB

(2)

(4)

Then, the three-dimensional space information is recovered
according to the projection theorem. The relationships between
2d images and 3d spaces are disclosed in our proposed
perspective model illustrated in Fig. 4. Feasible flight trajectory generated through our perspective model shows three
advantages, i.e., 1) The UAV flies towards next tower and
won’t knock into the power towers. 2) The UAV flies on one
side of transmission lines and can keep about 20 meters safe
distance. 3) Transmission line extraction becomes much easier.
The above three advantages are explained in detail as follows:
• If pA is in the detected tower region, the UAV will dash
against the tower. UAV should adjust its course to keep
pA outside the bounding box.
• If pA is near the vanishing point of transmission lines
and not in the detected tower region, then the UAV will
fly parallel along the transmission lines and ensure a safe
distance.
• When the pitch θ pu is zero and the UAV flies at the same
height of tower center, the horizon line appears in the
middle of the image plane and the projection of tower
center pB is just located in horizon line as shown in Fig. 4.
Since the transmission lines are located above the center
of the tower, they can be clearly watched within the upper
right area with blue sky as the background in the image
plane.
However, the vanishing point of transmission lines cannot
be obtained easily and may even do not exist. In order to
successfully navigate the UAV in various circumstances, UAV
just needs to fly towards a fixed direction. The flight course,
which is set once before straightly flying, is decided by the
distance d between pA and pB shown in Fig. 4. Where the pA
denotes the projection of flight course and the pB denotes the
projection of optical axis. A proper d value makes UAV fly
in a z shape trajectory along corridor. The distance from the
UAV to transmission lines is neither too far nor too near, thus
the safe distance is guaranteed.
C. The Navigation Process
The flowchart of the proposed navigation approach is illustrated in Fig. 5. The long distance autonomous inspection
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Fig. 4. Perspective model for tower-based autonomous navigation.

mission is decomposed into several short inspection subtasks
between adjacent towers. The short inspection subtask will be
further divided into two stages: initialization and inspection.
At initialization stage, the UAV first determines the position
of the next tower by tower detection. After that, the PTZ adjusts the gimbal so that the optical axis is towards to the center
of the detected tower target, meanwhile constantly regulating
height until the pitch θ pu is close to zero. Once reaching the
expected height, the UAV begins to adjust yaw angle ψ pu to
find a suitable course projection pA . Specifically, pA is forced
to fall outside of the detected tower and its horizontal distance
to the center dx is adjusted to about 1.2 times the width of
the bounding box before straightly flying. This empirical value
achieves a satisfactory effect of navigation when the distance
from the UAV to the power lines is far less than the distance
between the adjacent towers.
At inspection stage, the UAV begins to fly at a speed of 0.5
m/s in a fixed direction. During this period, the X3 PTZ has
been constantly adjusting the yaw ψ p and pitch θ p to track
the target tower until the yaw angle is close to 90◦ . When the
yaw angle reaches close to 90◦ , the UAV brakes and the PTZ
resets with the camera optical parallel to the current flight
direction. This indicates that a new inspection between the
next adjacent towers is about to begin. In addition, DTVS is
used at this stage to ensure the reliability of tracking.

IV. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
In order to verify the effectiveness of proposed approach,
two experiments are designed. The first experiment is conducted for detection performance comparison between Faster
R-CNN and SSD. The second experiment is designed to show
a complete autonomous navigation process. All methods are
tested on the UAV platform described in Section II.
A. Quantitative Evaluation Methodology
For a detection problem, the overlap ratio ao between the
ground truth bounding box Bgt and predicted bounding box B p
(Bgt ∩B p )
is defined as ao = B ∪B . When ao is larger than 50%, the B p
( gt p )
is a correct detection result. Conversely, it is a false detection
result. Generally speaking, detection results can be divided
into four types: true positive (TP) which means the positive
sample (object) is correctly detected, false negative (FN) which
means the positive sample (object) is mistaken as the negative
sample (background), true negative (TN) which indicates the
negative sample (background) is correctly detected, and false
positive (FP) which means the negative sample (background)
is mistaken as the positive sample (object).
Precision and recall are another evaluation standards which
are defined by Eq. 5 and Eq. 6, respectively. Precision means
the proportion of TP in all predicted positive samples and
recall means the proportion of TP in all actual positive
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Fig. 5. Flowchart of the proposed approach. Autonomous navigation between
adjacent towers is divided into two parts, including the initialization stage
and inspection stage. They are distinguished with green and purple dashed
bounding boxes.

samples. In addition, Average Precision (AP) [15] is further
employed to highlight the differences between methods to a
greater extent.
Precision =
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Fig. 6. Results using Faster RCNN and SSD in some typical frames. Red
bounding boxes represent results of ZF network run by Faster R-CNN, blue
bounding boxes represent results of SSD.
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In the first experiment, 1280 electric tower pictures were
collected from internet, of which 1000 sheets are used to train
Faster R-CNN and SSD and the rest are used as test. The test
result is shown in Table. I. Where SSD300 denotes SSD model
with a 300 × 300 input size, SSD500 denotes SSD model with
a 512×512 input size. The experiment results show that Faster
R-CNN (ZF) method has the highest average precision (AP).

We further test 3620 typical frames from PTZ camera,
which are taken in urban and suburban areas, respectively,
containing various cases that may be encountered in practical
inspection such as occlusion, illumination variation, scale
variation, viewpoint change and different types of transmission
high voltage towers. Some representative moments are shown
in Fig. 6. The three frames A, B, C in the first row were
taken in a maintenance company, where has three different
types of electric towers. The rest frames were taken in the
suburb, where there is only one type of electric tower. From
test results, both algorithms show outstanding performance and
surpass other traditional methods utilizing artificial features.
The tower detection in frame F and H is interfered by M100’s
landing gear. Despite partial occlusion for target tower caused
from M100’s landing gear, both Faster R-CNN and SSD are
equally effective. The frame G in the third row shows the
moment corresponding to a new initialization stage after the
previous inspection stage corresponding to frame F. In the total
3620 frames of the tested sample, SSD just detect the targets in
3562 frames, however, Faster R-CNN successes at all frames.
SSD512 occasionally fails at initialization stage because of
the small tower size, which may result in navigation failure.
Moreover, SSD512 has some false positives, but Faster RCNN has not. Considering the real inspection situation, our
navigation algorithm relies heavily on precision rate. In other
words, the algorithm allows a certain degree of FN (omission),
but can not tolerate FP (false detections). As a result, Faster
R-CNN is chosen instead of SSD512.
C. Autonomous Navigation Experiment

TABLE I
T HE EXECUTION TIME AND THE ACCURACY OF DETECTION
Method
AP
FPS

Faster R-CNN (ZF)
89.5%
2

SSD300
88.9%
7

SSD512
89.2%
2

In the second experiment, the entire system, including
algorithms and platforms, is tested in a complete autonomous
inspection mission. The UAV is tested to fly autonomously
from the first tower A to the third tower C. Some typical
moments in a subtask between adjacent towers are selected to
demonstrate the feasibility of proposed approach.
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The ongoing and future work will focus on the combination
with other visual cues such as transmission lines and insulators. The vanishing point of transmission lines also will be
used to provide the accurate course information.
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bounding box is result of detection by Faster R-CNN.
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